Abstract. We define multiple decomposable probability measures on R(see [18]) as a generalization of Loeve's ([6], [7]) c-decomposable laws (c € R). We consider multiply decomposability sets as a generalization of Urbanik's decomposability semigroups D(P) ([21]). We characterize Bunge's nested classes of C-decomposable laws ([1]) using the properties of multiply decomposability sets. We give representations of characteristic functions of laws, whose multiply decomposability sets contain certain sets.
Introduction
Let <p be the characteristic function of a probability measure P on the real line R and c € R. We say ([6] , [7] ) that <p is c-decomposable (P is c-decomposable) if (1.1) <p{t) = ip{ct)ip c (t),t GR for some characteristic function <p C) corresponding to a probability P c . Let L c denote the family of all c-decomposable laws. Many authors investigated those classes ([1] , [2] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [26] , [27] ). In this paper we study properties of the classes L c and its subclasses L Cli ... )Cfc (cf. [18] ) and their multiple decomposability properties. For nondegenerate and c-decomposable laws the inequality |c| < 1 is satisfied. In the sequel we consider only nondegenerate laws and the numbers c such that 0 < |c| < 1.
For nondegenerate (f and 0 < |c| < 1, ip G L c if and only if it is the characteristic function of where Zfc, k -0,1,2,... are i.i.d random variables ([6] , [7] ). L c , where 0 < |c| < 1, has the property, that for every P € L c and every sequence of numbers {c ri }^= 1 , 0 < \cn\ < 1, such that «^"-zric there exists a sequence of P n 6 L Cn , n = 1,2,..., such that P n P, where " => " denotes the weakly convergence of measures. We show that this property holds true for the family of all L c where |c| < 1. This follows immediately from the following theorem. We note that LQ is the family of all probability laws. Given a random variable X, by C(X) we denote its probability distribution. Theorem 1.1. Let X be a random variable, {c n }£iLo be a sequence of real numbers such that 0 < |c"+i| < \cn\ < 1 and c nn~z~i ,0. Then there exists a sequence of random variables X n , with P n -C{X n ), n -1,2,... such that i) P n 6 L 0n , n = 1,2,..
. it J X n "-rz~i,X a.s. (almost surely).
Proof. Let X and {C N } N satisfy the assumptions of theorem and let {Y n }^L 0 be sequence of i.i.d random variables such that YQ = X. Given a € R define the function r a by the formula r a (x) = -|a|x{ u;u <-|a|}( a; ) + )> where XB is the characteristic function of the set B. It is not difficult to prove that the random variables X N = Sfc^o r i/c n satisfy the conditions i) ii) of the theorem. Thus theorem is proved. Now, we define certain subclasses of the classes L c ([18] ). Let V denotes the set of all probability measures on R and let Q C V, Q ^ 0. Let 
{V).
Following Sato [19] , we will say that a set Q C V is completely closed (in V) if Q is closed under weak convergence, convolution and type equivalence (i.e. if X corresponding to P is in Q, then the distribution of bX + a belongs to Q for all b > 0 and a £ R). In the sequel, we will be assuming that Q is completely closed. Similarly as in [18] we prove that L Cli ... iCfc (Q) coincides with the class of distributions of series some random variables and with the class limit distributions of some normed sums. , k > 1. Similarly, as for /c = 1, we can show that every LQ is closed under the convolution and weak convergence limit. We will show below, that the family of the classes Lc, where c € (-1, l) fe , has the property similar to the property of the family of all L c , where |c| < 1.
fc . Then there exists a sequence of measures P n 6 Lc n , such that P n P.
Proof. Let P e L Cn , c n "-=r1oC, C n = (ci, n) ... ,c k , n ), C = (ci,... ,c k ) are as above.
First we consider the case when ci ^ 0,...,c k ^ 0. Then, by Theorem 1.2 there exist independent identically distributed random variables {Zh,-•,jk}'h,...,j k =oi suc h ^at for the random variable X(c) given by the formula X(c) =
we have the equality £(X(c)) = P. Then the probability distributions
Suppose now, that c\ = C2 = ... = c k -0. Let {Zj lt ... t j k }j^^j k=0 be the sequence of independent identically distributed random variables, such that C(Zj 1> ,"j k ) = P. Then for probability distributions P n = C(X n (c n )) of random variables X n (c n ) = ...
, where r a is defined as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we have that P n 6 Ltr n and P n => P.
In the remaining case, let S k denote the set of all permutations of the set {1,..., k}. Since L Cl ,...,c fc = L c aW ,...,c a(k) for every a € S k , without loss of generality we may assume, that c\ ^ 0,...,Q ^ 0, Cj+i = 0,... ,c k = 0, i > 1. Then, by Theorem 1.2 there exists a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables o> such that for the random variable X(c\,...,
,Ci)) = P. Consider now a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables {Zji,...,j k }jf r .. t j k -oi such that Zj lt ,__j ifor j i+ i, ...,j k = 0,ji,...,j k £ {0,1,2,...}. Similarly as in Thoerem 1.1, for the probability distributions P n = C(X n (c n )) of random variables X n (c n ) -
, we obtain that P n € Lc n and P n => P. Thus the theorem is proved.
Let L be the class of selfdecomposable distributions defined as L - T. Rajba of decomposability of the measure P in the class Q (we say, the order of decomposability if Q = V) as follows. We say, that the order of decomposability P in Q equals 0 if there is no c, such that 0 < c < 1 and c E D^P, Q). If k > 1, then we say, that the order of decomposability equals k if there exists c e (0, l) k n D {k) (P, Q) and there is no € e (0, l) fc+1 n D {k+1) (P, Q) . We say, that the order of decomposability P in Q equals oo, if there exists (ci, C2,...) such that (ci,..., c k )
Multiple decomposability sets
to be the set of P E V such that for all c E C \ {0,1}, P is the limit distribution of a sequence of normed sums
where
We can characterize C k (Q) in terms of decomposability sets as follows:
fc the characteristic function of P is given by the formula c)
in Theorem 1.2 (see also [1] ). In particular, if P E then for each c E C fl (0,1), the characteristic function of P is given by the formula c) in Corollary 1.3. The converse in general is not true, but for monothetic C the converse is true. 
a) ip has the form <p(t) = n^ohM^)]^''" 1^
Let Id be the class of infinitely divisible measures on the real line. Adopt-X ing the notation -J-g(u)dN(u) (0 < x < oo) for the sum of two Stielties in- dN(u) , the well-known necessary and sufficient -x 0 condition for a function ip to be the characteristic function of P E Id is that On multiple decomposability 281 ip is of the form Ni(u) , N 2 (u) are non-decreasing functions such that ^-u 2 dN(u) < oo, -a 0 < a < oo. The function N is called the Levy spectral function, shortly spectral function. The measure v corresponding to the spectral function is called spectral measure. We denote Dg } (P) = D (k] 
It is not difficult to prove the following theorem (see [17] 
) <p(t) = <p(ct)<p c (t), t € R, where <p c is the characteristic function of
is non-decreasing on R_ and on R + , N^ is the spectral function corresponding to ip c , N (c) (-oo,0 
We note, that P is self-decomposable if and only if 
We shall find a generalization of the above theorem for the multiple decomposability sets D^{P,Id). Let N be the spectral function corresponding to an infinitely divisible measure P. We consider functions iVj, Ni i = 1,2 : = 0 then we put ¿i = 1. Let for a > 0, u> a (x) = x^.a]^)» z G R. We put sup lG0 /(x) = 0. 
Then for P with Ni = f, N2 = 9 the formula (2.2) holds. Let p € N. Then for P with N\, N2 as follows If Ci = [0,1) then putting a(x) = X(o,oo)( x )> /? = 0 in the formula (2.6) we obtain that (2.7) holds for p = 0,1,.... This completes the proof of Theorem. 
Given C C (-1, l) fc k > 1, Q C V, we define the class Lc(Q), as the class of all P € Q, such that C C D^{P, Q). We write shortly Lc = Lr(V), = Lc(Id).
In the next chapter we find the extreme points of certain set of functions satisfying the condition b) in Lemma 2.1. The set e(A) of extreme points of the set A stands for the set of all functions f from A such that there exists only trivial representation (3.3) as the sum of functions from A. Putting k -1 in (3.2) we obtain the inequality
The extreme points
Obviously, f fulfills (3.4) for each h > 0 if, and only if f is monotonic nondecreasing. Let H C R+. We recall, that f satisfying (3.4) for each h £ H is called H-increasing (see [5] , p. 302). It is not difficult to prove Putting k = 2, Hi = H, H 2 = K + in (3.2) we obtain (3.6) A h2 A h J > 0, Vh 2 € R+, hi e H.
Denote Ai(H) = ^4.(R + ) n A(R+,H).
Let ¡jl = fi(f) be the measure corresponding to the function / £ Ai(H), as its distribution function. We assume that f is left continuous, then /z((-oo, x)) = f(x), x € R, and n{[x, x + h 2 ) + hi) > n{[x, x + h 2 )) hi £ H, x € R, h 2 € R+, consequently Conversely, if /x satisfy (3.6), then for its distribution function f, (3.7) holds. Thus we can identify Ai{H) with the set of measures satisfying (3.7), which we call H-superinvariant measures.
We say, that the measure A concentrated on a set E C R is H-invariant on E, if A(B + h) = A(B) V5 cE,\/he H. We say that A is H-invariant, if there exists a set E on which it is concentrated and H-invariant. We note, that atomic measures given by the formula A = £ Proof. Let /x be a measure on R with distribution function f such that / G e (Ai(H) ). Since f is the extreme point, then /z is absolutely continuous, or singular continuous (with respect to the Lebesque measure) or atomic measure.
Consider the case when /x is absolutely continuous. We denote by m the Lebesque measure. Since the Lebesque measure is H-invariant on R, then by Lemma 2 there exists the set E, and the number ao > 0 such that n = aom \e
If /x is atomic measure, then we put E = {x; /x({x}) > 0}. Since E + H C E then the measure A given by the formula A = J2xeE ^ H-invariant on E. Taking into account that ¿x is absolutely continuous with respect to the A we obtain by Lemma 3.3 that there exists ao > 0 such that /x = ao YlxzE If fj, is singular continuous we will prove this statement using different and more involved arguments.
Consider the function 3>(x) = Kq{1 -x 2 )exp(-1/(1 -x 2 ))x(-i,i)(a;) 1 x € R, where Kq > 0 and such that $ <1}{x)dx = 1. It is known that $ 6 -1
f n 6 A\(if), f n e C°°(R) and f n {x)^rL}{x) x € R. Since f is an extreme point it has the following properties Let /¿n, /x be measures corresponding to the distribution functions f n , f, respectively. Since f n G C°°(R), the density g n {x) is continuous. : /in(Ar) and /x^ respectively, n = 1,2, Then
f 1 n,(N) H(n) as n -> 00. Without loss of generality we may assume that /¿(jv) is a non-zero measure. Define M n -M n (N), n -1,2,... as the sequence of positive numbers such that /x* ^( [-N, N] 
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T. Rajba fn*{N) denote the distribution functions of /x* and /x**, respectively. Without loss of generatlity we may assume, that /x* ^Ny converge as n -• oo, say to measures /x*^, respectively. Then Consequently, we obtain that (3.13) A*(jv) == (NEN). N} (x)dx. We shall prove, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] n* {N) = lim^P nXN) .
Indeed, the measures n = 1)2,... as zero-measures, converge to the zero measure. By (3.10) this implies, that the sequence n* N^ \s' n , n = 1,2,... is convergent to the zero measure, too. Thus, /x*^ is the limit where b G R, G > 0 and 7 is a finite Borel measure on R_ U R+.
